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Brush Creek Film Review 
Kansas City Public Library - Waldo 
Host: Buddy Hanson 
Guest: Jeremy Weese 

 

TOPIC: Horror & Sci-Fi - Part 2 

 

FILMS - Jeremy: 

Mandy, Panos Cosmatos, 2018, (USA/Belgium), Horror 

Ultra-stylized tale of revenge with ‘Cage Rage’ (Nicolas Cage) front and center. This is a wink and nod to over-

the-top horror flicks of the 70’s-80’s; glazed in psychedelic flavor and a hyper saturated color scheme; the form 

factor clearly inspired by the hip and slick style of Italian Giallo films (Suspiria, 1977).  

 

FILMS - Buddy: 

The Descent, Neil Marshall, 2006, (UK), Horror 

A group of thrill-seeking friends get together for a social bonding trip which leads them to athletic outdoor 

adventures. This year, the activity is spelunking (cave diving). The circle of friends is strong, but issues are just 

beneath the surface. One member of the group (Sarah Carter, aka Shauna Macdonald) is recovering from a 

traumatic accident in which her significant other was lost. Despite Sarah’s emotional damage, the group works 

together to tackle the mental and physical challenges posed by the cave. Things go awry when the group is 

suddenly trapped and surprised to learn that their friend and trip planner (Juno Kaplan, aka Natalie Mendoza) 

decided to lead them into a completely unexplored cave system, seemingly to increase the bonding experience. 

If being trapped in a unexplored cave isn’t bad enough, the group is then suddenly faced with another, far more 

terrifying discovery. There is a darkness beyond the darkness and something is following them! 
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REFERENCES 

Silver Dollar City: Marvel Cave (Branson, MO) 

Missouri State Parks: Cave Tours 

Cinematography: Frame Rate 

Article: ‘Cage Rage’ 

Stranger Things: Title Sequence Mini-Documentary 

Imaginary Forces (motion graphics company) 

https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S120C2699572
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S120C2774537
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=clive%20barker&searchType=author
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=ray+bradbury&searchType=smart
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=stephen%20king&searchType=author
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=stephen%20king&searchType=author
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=h.p.+lovecraft&searchType=smart
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=h.p.+lovecraft&searchType=smart
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=Thomas%2C%20Scott&searchType=author
https://kclibrary.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=hg%20wells&searchType=smart
https://www.silverdollarcity.com/theme-park/Attractions/Rides/Marvel-Cave
https://mostateparks.com/activity/cave-tours
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame_rate
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2018/sep/19/nicolas-cage-rage-internet-meme-mandy#:~:text=Nicolas%20Cage%20has%20expressed%20his,the%20directors%20of%20his%20films.&text=Cage%20rage%20is%20the%20name,which%20he%20has%20become%20notorious.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a1lp_ygGB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a1lp_ygGB4
https://imaginaryforces.com/
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